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First : Behavioral objective : 

   To enable the students to : 

-Classify the  grammar   form  another  topic 

-Distinguish between adverbs and other types of grammar 

-Define the types adverb 

 

Second :Education Tools 

-Board 

-Chalk (colorful) 

-Video with Computer 

Third : Teaching methods 

-Lecturing 

-Questions and Answer 

Fourth: Introduction / Review 

     Before we start todays  lesson I would like to remind you of some of the points we discussed in our previous lesson . In 

fact the topic we discussed in last lesson about    adjectives    and the types of these       to our lesson today . 

        Today we are going to discuss together the   Adverbs  and     types in  English language. 

Fifth: Presentation 

Adverbs are modifiers they generally modify or add meaning of verbs ,adjective and adverba 

 And there are many types of adverbs: 

1-adverbs of manner which express how an action was done e.g. The little boy behaved badly 

2- == === =    time  = = = == = = == =  when  an action was done .e.g. The man said, I will do the work today 



3- = = = = = = = = place  which express where an action was done . I shall stand thre 

4-=   = = == =  = = frequency which answer the question.He always does his work well 

5-============ degree which express to what extent to what degree. The coffee is very bad 

6-============ Interrogative  such as where ,how , why. When are you going 

7-============= quantity .Henry works very little 

Evaluation 

    Students understanding  the lesson and  will be assessed by asking  them general questions about the material  of the 

lecture : 

Q1/ what is  adverbs? Define it ? 

Q2 / There are several types of adverbs . what are they ? 

Homework: 

   Prepare the next topic : The difference between the  adverb   and adjective 


